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Project Overview 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study was to measure the incremental impact Visit KC’s Marketing Campaign 
had upon visitation and spending, and to calculate the campaign’s ROI.  H2R Market Research 
conducted this research using an online survey and a professionally managed third-party email 
panel of the general population which was screened for travelers and decision makers.  

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

The Visit KC Marketing & Media Effectiveness study was conducted among leisure travelers living 
in advertised markets.  These DMAs included Des Moines, Joplin, Lincoln, Omaha, St. Louis, 
Springfield, Topeka and Wichita.  The research was conducted in October of 2014 (the same as in 
the past) to provide an accurate and contextual measurement of the marketing ROI. 

SAMPLE 

A total of 1,615 respondents were interviewed in this study.  This sample size provides for a 
maximum margin of error of +/-2.4% at a 95% confidence interval overall.  This included 214 from 
the Des Moines DMA, 152 from Joplin, 213 from Lincoln, 200 from Omaha, 213 from St. Louis, 210 
from Springfield, 210 from Topeka and 203 from Wichita.  
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▪ Market Reach.  Ad awareness dipped slightly this year to 
62%, but thanks to more people traveling Kansas City’s 
total market reach improved over last year. 

▪ Marketing Efficiency.  Visit KC continued to improve its 
marketing efficiency this year as average cost per aware 
traveler dropped to $0.49, a new record topping last 
year’s $0.65. 

▪ Incremental Impact.  Visit KC generated nearly 100k 
incremental visits and more than $71 million in 
incremental travel spending in 2014.  Both topping 2013. 

▪ ROI.  Ad spending decreased slightly this year, but the 
campaign generated a slightly larger return which 
increased return on investment to $73, much better than 
last year’s $65 ROI ….and closer to levels seen in 2011 
($88) and 2012 ($75). 

Key Findings 
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Marketing Efficiency 

+ Aided Paid Media Awareness 

+ Marketing & Media Reach 

+ Marketing Efficiency 

+ Cost Per Household 01 
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2014 Marketing 
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The cost per  
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averaged $0.49 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Visit KC 

invested $977k in 
Advertising for the 

2014 Campaign 

MARKETING EFFICIENCY KPIs 

KPIs = Key Performance Indicators 
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Aware of Any Ad by Market 

Visit KC Historical Average

Overall Marketing & Media Awareness:  By Market 

Overall advertising awareness for Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing Campaign was 62%—higher than Visit KC’s historical average of 
58%, but down slightly from last years’ 65%.     

Q26-31: Have you seen this advertisement in the past 12 months? 

RESPONDENT BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS | N=1,615 

62%  
2014 Overall 
Awareness 

65%  
2013 Overall 
Awareness 

58%  
Visit KC Historical 

Average for Ad 
Awareness 
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Awareness by Individual Advertisement 

29% 28% 

18% 

20% 

26% 

28% 

21% 

NET: Television One Word TV Hidden Gems TV Radio Banner Ads Print/DM Leisure Email

Awareness by Ad 

Awareness of individual ads varied, with the highest individual ad awareness being generated by the “One Word” 
TV ad and print/direct mail.  As is normal, individual ad awareness was considerably lower than overall awareness, 
indicating high levels of awareness crossover between the ads.   

62% 
Overall Awareness 

Q26-31: Have you seen this advertisement in the past 12 months? 

RESPONDENT BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS | N=1,615 
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Market Total Ad Awareness Total Market Reach 

Des Moines 63% 244k 

Joplin 63% 84k 

Lincoln 70% 178k 

Omaha 71% 272k 

Springfield 59% 226k 

St. Louis 54% 605k 

Topeka 68% 110k 

Wichita 69% 262k 

Total Market 62% 1,981k 

Visit KC’s FY 2014 Marketing 
Campaign generated a market reach 
of nearly 2 million traveler 
households, or 62% of travelers in 
these target markets. 

Visit KC’s market reach is very good 
and is higher than the historical 
average for Kansas City (1.6M) and 
much higher than the reach for 
destinations with similar budgets.  

Market Reach (Aware Traveler Households) 
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Cost Per Aware Household by Market 

Visit KC Historical Average

Cost Per Aware Traveler Household Comparison 

Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing Campaign had an overall cost per aware household of $0.49, much lower (and, therefore, 
more efficient) than the cost per aware household reported in the historical average for Visit KC.  

$0.49 
2014 Overall 

Cost/Aware HH 

$0.74  
Visit KC Historical 

Average 
Cost/Aware HH 



Incremental Impact 

+ Incremental Travel 

+ Incremental Trips 

+ Incremental Travel Spending 

+ Incremental Impact of Ad Campaign 

+ Return on Investment (ROI) 

+ History of ROI  

+ Incremental Room Nights 

02 
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Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing Campaign  
resulted in 99.2k incremental trips 

 
 
 
 
 

 

$71.4 million in incremental  
travel spending 

MARKETING  RETURN KPIs 

 
 
 

 
Incremental room nights 

totaled 202k 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Visit KC invested $977k in 
gross marketing expenditures 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
ROI was $73 
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Overall, Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing 
Campaign generated 99.2k 
incremental household trips that 
would not have occurred had it not 
been for Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing 
Campaign.  

Incremental visitation was strongest 
among those living in the Wichita 
and Springfield DMAs, and all 
advertising markets produced 
increases in incremental 
performance.  St. Louis bounced 
back in 2014 and also produced 
incremental visits.  But, Joplin and 
Des Moines slid backwards a bit. 

Incremental Visitation 

Market 
Total Market 

Reach 
Incremental 

Travel 
Incremental 

HH Trips 

Des Moines 244k 1.7% 4.2k 

Joplin 84k 3.3% 2.8k 

Lincoln 178k 8.2% 14.7k 

Omaha 272k 6.5% 17.8k 

Springfield 226k 9.0% 20.4k 

St. Louis 605k 1.4% 8.2k 

Topeka 110k 1.0% 1.1k 

Wichita 262k 11.5% 30.1k 

Total Market 1,981k 8.3% 99.2k 
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Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing 
Campaign produced 
incremental spending from 
visitors in all 8 advertised 
markets. 

Wichita enjoyed a strong 
rebound in 2014.  St. Louis 
and Springfield also produced 
more incremental travel 
revenue than they had last 
year while Des Moines and 
Joplin declined by the largest 
amounts. 

Incremental Traveler Spending 

Market 
Incremental 

HH Trips 

Travel 
Spending Per 

Party 

Incremental 
Spending 

Des Moines 4.2k  $736  $3.1M 

Joplin 2.8k  $583  $1.6M 

Lincoln 14.7k  $747  $11.0M 

Omaha 17.8k  $822  $14.6M 

Springfield 20.4k  $671  $13.7M 

St. Louis 8.2k  $715  $5.9M 

Topeka 1.1k  $532  $0.6M 

Wichita 30.1k  $697  $21.0M 

Total Market 99.2k  $719  $71.4M 

Overall party size = 3.06 
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$73 Return on Investment 

$977k  

Ad 
Investment 

$71.4M 
Incremental 
Revenue* 

99.2k 
Incremental 

Trips 

Party Trip Spending 

$719 

Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing Campaign generated an ROI of $73 for 

every dollar invested. 

*Incremental revenue is the revenue generated that, without advertising, would not have occurred.  

RESPONDENT BASE: VISITED KC IN PAST 10 YEARS | N=1,581 
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Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing Campaign 
produced a higher ROI ($73) than last 
year’s campaign ($65) and the DMO’s 
historical average ($65).  

Though the campaign generated fewer 
incremental household trips this year, 
increased spending per party fueled 
travel spending which enabled an 
increase in incremental travel spending.  
This, combined with lower ad spending, 
generated a higher return on investment 
more similar to 2011 and 2012. 

Incremental Impact of Ad Campaign 

2014 2013 
Visit KC 

Historical 
Average 

Incremental Household Trips 99.2k 110.0k 115.6k 

Aware Spending Per Party $719 $648 $656 

Incremental Economic Impact $71.4M $71.2M $74.8M 

Visit KC Media Investment $977k $1,095k $1,180k 

ROI $73 $65 $65 
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History of Return on Investment 

Visit KC’s 2014 ROI of $73 is similar to the ROI produced by 2012’s campaign and much higher than the 
historical average of $65.  

 $62  

 $88  

 $75  

 $65  

 $73  

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

$65 
Visit KC  

Historical  
Average 



Advertising Evaluation 

+ Likeability of Advertisements 

+ Traveler Takeaways 

+ Impact on Consumer Behavior 

+ Marketing Messages’ Impact on Intent to Visit 03 
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Likeability of Advertisements 

6.0% 

38% 

56% 

2.0% 

34% 

64% 

% Bottom 2 Box (Do Not Like) % Neutral % Top 2 Box (Like)

Appeal of Visit Kansas City Ad Collection 

Non-Visitors in Past 10 Years Visitors in Past 10 Years

Q32: Using the scale provided, please rate how much you like this collection of advertisements for 
Kansas City. 

Overall, the ads earned a 62% top 2 box rating for likability, 9 points higher than H2R’s Industry Norm (53%).  Past visitors 
found the ads to be slightly more appealing (3.80) than non-visitors (3.62), but not by a statistically significant* margin.  

*Throughout the rest of the presentation, the word “significant” indicates a statistically significant change.   

RESPONDENT BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS | N=1,615 



19 Q33: Based upon the message you took away from the advertisements you just reviewed, please indicate 
the degree to which you agree that these ads: 

Traveler Takeaways from the Advertising Message 

77% 

73% 

71% 

71% 

66% 

57% 

Make Kansas City seem like an easy place to visit for a quick
getaway

Remind me of good things I know about Kansas City

Show me interesting new things to do that I'd like to explore

Made points that are relevant to my interests

Make me likely to include Kansas City as an option for my next
getaway

Make Kansas City seem like a unique destination that is
different than other places I visit

% Agree/Strongly Agree with Statements 

Travelers agree that Visit KC’s marketing campaign makes the area seem like an easy place to visit for a quick 
getaway and it reminds them of good things they know about the area.  

RESPONDENT BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS | N=1,615 

H2R Norm 

 
(63%) 

 
(52%) 

 
(60%) 

 
(54%) 

 
(53%) 

 
(53%) 



20 Q34: After reviewing these ads, how likely would you be to take each of the following actions? 

The actions that travelers are most likely to take after being exposed to these ads are to search online for 
information on the area, visit the Kansas City website and find out more about planning a trip to Kansas City. 

Post-Ad Exposure Traveler Intentions 

Request additional information 

Search online for information  

Find out more about planning a trip to Kansas City  

Visit the Kansas City website 

Read travel reviews online about Kansas City 

Sign up to receive updates from the Kansas City website 

57% 

49% 

47% 

34% 

30% 

17% 

% Probably/Definitely Would… 

Follow Kansas City on Social Media 12% 

RESPONDENT BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS | N=1,615 

H2R Norm 

 
(37%) 

 
(41%) 

 
(41%) 

 
(43%) 

 
(31%) 

 
(29%) 

 
(36%) 



Kansas City Traveler Profile 

+ Top of Mind Awareness 

+ Activity Participation and Functional 

Drivers 

+ Overnight Visitation 

+ Visitor Satisfaction 

+ Stated vs. Derived Motivators 

+ Net Promoter Score  

+ Visitors’ Demographic Profile 04 
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Top of Mind Awareness 

Travelers were most likely to mention Kansas City as a destination they would enjoy visiting for leisure with more 
than 20% of travelers mentioning the area.   

Destination Any Mention 

 KANSAS CITY 20.5% 

 BRANSON 7.8% 

 ST. LOUIS 6.0% 

 CHICAGO 5.5% 

 OMAHA 5.0% 

 MINNEAPOLIS 3.0% 

 OKLAHOMA CITY 2.7% 

 LAKE OF OZARKS 1.5% 

 TULSA 1.4% 

 EUREKA SPRINGS 1.1% 

Q5: When you think of places you have, or would, enjoy visiting for leisure that are 
within 4-5 hours of your home, which destinations first come to mind? 

RESPONDENT BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS | N=1,615 
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Overnight Visitation 

Yes 
83% 

No 
17% 

Stay Overnight 

More than four out of five visitors stayed overnight on their trip to the Kansas City area  in 2014 and stayed for an 
average of 1.9 nights.  Most stayed overnight in a hotel/motel (76%) which is up slightly from last year’s 74%. 

Q17: How many nights did you spend in the area on this trip? 
Q18: Which of the following best describes the type of accommodations you used on your most recent trip? 

1.9 
Nights in the 

Area 

RESPONDENT BASE: 2014 OVERNIGHT VISITORS TO KC | N = 856 

76% 

21% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

Hotel or Motel

Home of family or friend

Campground or RV park

Resort

Bed & Breakfast or Inn

Other

Accommodations 
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Accommodation Location 

Those who spent the night stayed in several areas around the Kansas City area.  The most popular areas visitors 
chose were in the Kansas Suburbs (Overland Park, Olathe, Shawnee, etc.).  

Q19: Where did you spend the night? 

RESPONDENT BASE: 2014 OVERNIGHT VISITORS IN PAID ACCOMMODATIONS | N=670 

18.4% 
14.8% 

11.6% 

35.5% 

13.4% 

6.3% 

Downtown Kansas
City/Crown Center

Country Club
Plaza/Westport

Airport/Northland Kansas Suburbs
(Overland Park, Olathe,
Shawnee, Kansas City,

Kansas, etc.

Missouri Suburbs (Blue
Springs, Independence,

Lee's Summit, etc.)

Other

Incr. Room Nights               37.1k                                    29.9k                                     23.4k                                   71 .7k                                    27.1k                                    12.7k 
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Satisfaction with the Area 

Visitors are very satisfied with their trip to the area with overall satisfaction earning a 4.23.  Even Value for the Dollar 
(the lowest rating) earned a good score of 3.85.   

 4.33  

 4.33  

 4.28  

 4.25  

 4.24  

 4.21  

 4.12  

 4.11  

 4.08  

 3.90  

Overall satisfaction

Variety of things to do

Variety of shopping

Variety of attractions

Quality of shopping

Quality of attractions

Variety of lodging

Quality of lodging

Friendliness of the local people

Value for the dollar

Mean Satisfaction Ratings 

Q22: Using the scale provided, please rate how satisfied you are with following characteristics of Kansas 
City as a travel destination: 

RESPONDENT BASE: 2014 KC VISITORS | N = 1,031 
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Kansas City’s Net Promoter Score among recent 
visitors is 26%, comparable to H2R’s Industry Norm 
of 27%. 
 
The ratio of Brand Detractors (16%) is lower than 
the Industry average (21%), while the percentage of 
Brand Promoters (43%) is also lower than the 
Industry Norm which hovers around 49%. 
 
The key to improvement for Kansas City will be in 
converting some of the Brand Neutrals (41%) into 
Brand Promoters, also known as Brand Advocates.  
There is typically a very strong correlation between 
high Net Promoter Scores and visitor satisfaction, 
intent to return and frequency of visitation. 

43% 

41% 

16% 

Promoters  (9 - 10) Neutrals  (7 - 8) Detractors  (0 - 6)

NPS: 

26% 

Q10: How likely are you to recommend each of these destinations as places to spend a 
getaway weekend or leisure trip to your friends or family members?  (11 pt. scale)  

Kansas City’s Net Promoter Score – 2014 Visitors  

RESPONDENT BASE: VISITED KC IN 2014 | N=1,031 



Summary 
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▪ Overall ad awareness reached 62%.  Down from last 
year’s 65%, but better than the historical average 
(58%).   
 

▪ This equates to a market reach of nearly 2 million 
aware travel households, up from 1.7 million in 2013.  

 

▪ With an investment of $977k, Visit KC’s average cost 
per aware travel household was only $0.49 overall 
which is a nice improvement the historical average 
($0.74).   

 

▪ Travelers from Omaha (71%) and Lincoln (70%) had the 
highest levels of ad awareness while ad awareness in 
St. Louis (54%) was once again the lowest—though 
higher than in 2013.   

Marketing Efficiency 

28 
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▪ The marketing campaign generated positive 
incremental performance in all 8 advertised markets.  

▪ A total of 99k incremental trips were generated which 
produced gross incremental travel spending of $71 
million.  

▪ Given ad expenditures of $977k, the campaign 
generated an ROI of $73, much higher than last year’s 
ROI of $65 --and the historical average for Kansas City 
($65).   

▪ Visit KC’s ROI is comparable to H2R’s Industry Norm 
($78) from DMOs with similar-sized budgets. 

29 

Incremental Impact 
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▪ Travelers generally found the Kansas City advertisements 
appealing with 62% of overall respondents rating the ads 
positively, fully 9 points higher than H2R’s creative norm 
(53%) on the same question.  

▪ The primary messages taken away from the 
advertisements were that they make the area look like 
it’s an easy place to visit for a quick getaway (77%) and 
that it reminds travelers of good things they know about 
the area (73%).  

▪ More importantly, Visit KC’s ads inspired 57% of travelers 
to search online for information and 49% to visit the 
official Kansas City website.   

▪ While the creative was well received, the ads did not 
generate pre- vs. post- ad exposure lift in intent to visit 
the area.   

30 

Advertising Evaluation 
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▪ More than four out of five Kansas City visitors spent the 
night in the area, and stayed for an average of 1.9 
nights.  

▪  Most (76%) reported staying overnight at area 
hotels/motels across the region:  Kansas suburbs (36%), 
Downtown KC (18%),  Country Club Plaza/Westport 
(15%), Missouri suburbs (13%), etc. 

▪ Kansas City’s Net Promoter Score among recent visitors 
is 26%, comparable to H2R’s Industry Norm of 27%.  

▪ Overall satisfaction was consistently high across most 
attributes and characteristics. 

31 

Kansas City Visitors 

31 
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Key Performance Indicator 2014  2013 
Visit KC 

Historical 
Average*  

Travel Households 3.2M 2.6M 2.8M 

Aided Awareness 62% 65% 58% 

Aware Households 2.0M 1.7M 1.6M 

Increment +8.3% +6.5% +7.8% 

Incremental Trips 99k 110k 116k 

Incremental Revenue $71.4M $71.2M $74.8M 

Media Investment $0.98M $1.10M $1.2M 

Cost/Aware Household $0.49 $0.65 $0.74 

Return on Investment $73 $65 $65 

Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing Campaign 
generated an ROI of $73, which is much 
higher than the historical average for Visit KC.  

The 2014 Marketing Campaign generated 
nearly 100k incremental trips and produced 
more than $71 million in incremental travel 
revenue that would not have occurred 
otherwise. 

Overall, the marketing message reached a 
total of 2 million traveler households at a 
gross cost of just $0.49 per household. Not 
only is this considered efficient by industry 
standards, but it is much more efficient than 
any Visit KC campaign conducted since 2008.     

Visit KC’s 2014 Marketing Campaign  
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) Summary 

*The Historical Average for Visit KC has been developed from Marketing & Media Effectiveness Studies conducted for Visit KC over the past 7 years.  



Thank You! 

@H2RMktResearch 

jhenry@h2rmarketresearch.com 
agaroutte@h2rmarketresearch.com   

1717 E. Republic Road, Suite C 
Springfield, MO  65804 

417.877.7808 

Know Your Customer 
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Recommendations 

▪ Stay the course.  Visit KC’s media mix continues to deliver results with improving 
efficiency, and the selection of markets continues to produce solid results.  All eight 
markets produced a positive ROI in 2014, including St. Louis. 

▪ But, remain vigilant.  Staying the course, however, should not be mistaken for 
complacency.  It’s great that everything worked well in 2014, but it will be important to 
continue to watch both Topeka and Joplin carefully. While still positive, both markets saw 
their performance fall this year.  Vigilance is required to ensure Visit KC continues to 
strike the right share of voice balance in these 2 core markets.  

▪ Ads have greatest appeal among Millennials.  Visit KC’s ads earned stronger takeaway 
and intended action ratings among Millennials than any other age group.  That is good 
news because Millennials are an important, and difficult, market to appeal to.  But, 
Millennials are also harder to satisfy, stay fewer nights, visit less often and spend less 
money than older visitors.  Kansas City has a good balance of generational cohorts right 
now.  The key to long-term success will be in maintaining a healthy balance among 
visitors. 
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Recommendations 

▪ Retention is the new acquisition.  As traditional marketing fades and new channels and 
approaches emerge, the experience itself is becoming far more important to the marketing 
of destinations.  Visitor satisfaction is mission critical because happy customers tell others.  
And, in this brave new world where social media is the norm, amplification of positive 
experiences by visitors across social media channels plays an important role in marketing.  It 
is important to continue to monitor Kansas City’s Net Promoter Score and find ways to 
leverage brand promoters as much as possible. 

▪ BDI Analysis.  And, finally, while all markets are providing positive ROI to Visit KC’s 
marketing efforts now may be the time to be scouring the marketplace for potential new 
markets in which to advertise.  A helpful tool in evaluating potential new markets can be to 
measure each market’s Brand Development Index (BDI).  This model, originally created by 
Ogilvy & Mather, is designed to give marketers insight into which markets have the best 
chance of producing results.  An analysis can be conducted by examining Visit KC’s 
advertising inquiries, evaluating specific addresses and zip codes, summarizing by DMA and 
comparing against the household population in these markets.  The result is an index for 
each market where higher numbers/indices represent the biggest opportunities. 


